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Abstract. Ocean models are long-living software systems facing challenges with increasing complexity, architecture erosion,

and managing legacy code. These challenges increase maintenance costs in development and use, which reduces the time and

resources available for research. Software engineering addresses these challenges by separation of concerns and modulariza-

tion. One particular approach is to separate concerns by tailor-made notations, i.e. Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs). Using

DSLs, the model developer can focus on one concern at a time without the need to consider other concerns of a software sys-5

tem simultaneously. In ocean and climate models, DSL tooling, like PSyclone and Dusk/Dawn, is used for instance to separate

scientific and technical code.

CP-DSL complements this approach with a focus on configuration and parametrization, which play an important role in

ocean models, especially in parameter optimization and scenario-based simulations. CP-DSL is designed to be model agnostic

and provides a unified interface to different ocean models. Furthermore, the DSL can be integrated into tools and processes10

used by domain experts. In this paper we report on the DSL design, implementation, and the evaluation with scientists and

research software engineers. The implementation of CP-DSL is available as open source software and a replication package

for configuration and parameterization of UVic and MITgcm is provided.

1 Introduction

Ocean modeling provides mathematical abstractions of the real ocean and builds software systems as implementations of these15

mathematical abstractions. The developed software systems are then called ocean models. Ocean models are used to study the

behavior of natural processes in the ocean, like currents, CO2 uptake, and growth of plankton. They are used in earth system

models together with models for the atmosphere and land surface, and are themselves comprised of dedicated sub-models for

transport, sediments and biological processes (Collins et al., 2005; Warner et al., 2008; Alexander and Easterbrook, 2015).

Successful ocean models are long-living complex software systems. They often start as small projects and grow over years20

in size and community (Aumont et al., 2015; Weaver et al., 2001). Due to the continually applied extensions and modifications

over the years, ocean models face typical issues of long-living software, like code complexity, legacy code, architecture erosion;

similar to software from other domains (Goltz et al., 2015). This impedes maintenance and thus hinders scientific progress as

scientists spend extra time on technical problems rather than on scientific challenges.
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Concepts from software engineering such as modularization, separation of concerns and abstraction address these specific25

challenges of long-living software (Reussner et al., 2019). One approach to realize separation of concerns is the use of different

levels of abstractions facilitated by Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs). Such programming approaches, like PSyclone (Adams

et al., 2019) and Dusk/Dawn (MeteoSwiss, 2020a), aim to separate technical concerns of coding, like parallelization and

optimization, from scientific concerns, like implementing circulation and bio-geo-chemical processes.

While the aforementioned projects PSyclone and Dusk/Dawn address the discretization and implementation of Partial Dif-30

ferential Equations (PDEs), we focus in the present paper on the configuration and parametrization of ocean and climate

models to supplement the whole process of development and application. This simplifies the overall process by summarizing

configuration and parametrization in a central specification.

We develop CP-DSL to supplement modeling and simulation languages by separating scientific model code from its con-

figuration and parametrization in a unified manner. This approach also makes the configuration and parameterization more35

independent of the scientific code base and thus simplifies the transfer between different versions and models.

Configuration and parametrization are distinct concerns. Configuration addresses the selection of features and code to be

used for the model, as well as, the build configuration. Parametrization addresses, among others, model resolution and time

step length. However, on a technical level in ocean models, they are usually connected, as certain parameters are set in the code

directly and in include files, as well as, in parameter option files and Fortran namelists. Similarly, some features are controlled40

via #define and #undef preprocessor directives, while others are flags to be activated and deactivated at start time. This

mix of configuration and parametrization has often historical reasons, e.g., in the beginning all configurations and parameters

were directly set in the code. Then, recompiling became too cumbersome for every parameter change. Thus, some parameters

were externalized and made available via parameter files while others remain in the code.

The design and implementation of the CP-DSL faces various challenges:45

1. The development and maintenance of a DSL in general causes additional effort, which must be balanced by the gain for

the scientific modelers.

2. Ocean models vary in the approaches used to configure and parametrize them.

3. Ocean models employ varying techniques to realize configuration and parametrization, e.g. preprocessor declarations

and Fortran namelists.50

4. Model developers and scientific modelers use established tools and development environments when working on and

with ocean models. To be able to introduce a new DSL into their environment, it should be compatible with the existing

development and work processes.

5. The DSL has to provide benefits to model developers and scientific modelers without introducing new risks.

6. As ocean and climate models are extended and modified over time, the DSL must be adjustable by model developers to55

support new configuration and parameter settings without requiring them to adjust the code generators themselves.
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We address these challenges with a flexible and extensible DSL for parameter and configuration options of ocean models.

To reduce the time and effort required for DSL development and integration, the DSL is applicable to different ocean and

climate modeling projects by coherently implementing specific ocean model support through plugins. Thereby, CP-DSL should

be usable as a cross project tool, like Make or as intended by PSyclone and Dusk/Dawn. Due to the interleaved nature of60

configuration and parametrization in ocean models, we address both concerns with one language. For code generation, we use

a set of generators and transformations that can be customized to reduce the necessity for model developers to implement or

change code generators themselves. Finally, to address potential deprecation concerns regarding DSLs, our generators carry

comments from the DSL into the generated code and setup files. Additional information derived from the documentation may

be added to explain the settings. Thus, the generated files are always human readable and documented. This allows use of the65

generated files, in case the DSL support is suspended for some reason. This also allows for better reproducibility, since the

generated files are comprehensible.

We evaluated CP-DSL initially on the ocean models UVic (Weaver et al., 2001) and MITgcm (Artale et al., 2010). For our

evaluation we included three increasingly complex ocean modeling experiments from MITgcm to analyze the feasibility of

CP-DSL experimentally and the usability empirically. For feasibility, generated setup files were validated and test participants70

(ocean modelers) were asked to parameterize and configure scenarios. Subsequently, questionnaires were conducted with these

domain experts to analyze the usability.

Before we present CP-DSL, we introduce related work in Section 2 and the domain of ocean models in Section 3. Based

on the domain properties and our current case studies – UVic and MITgcm – we present language and tool requirements

for CP-DSL in Section 4. We present the DSL design and its generic architecture in Section 5. The implementation choices75

are explained in Section 6. Section 7 reports on the empirical evaluation. Finally, we present a summary and an outlook in

Section 8.

2 Related Work

Domain-specific Languages (DSL) are introduced to improve software engineering for computational science (Johanson and

Hasselbring, 2018). In the following, we discuss related approaches to ocean modeling (Subsection 2.1) and logging / diagnosis80

of ocean models (Subsection 2.2).

2.1 DSLs for Ocean Modeling

PSyclone is an internal DSL based on in-place code transformation (Adams et al., 2019). PSyclone is an internal DSL whose

language features are embedded into Fortran as host language. It targets the domain of numerical ocean modeling and aims to

separate scientific code from technical code, e.g. parallelization, memory management and logging. PSyclone provides a set85

of extensions to Fortran syntax, which are replaced by standard Fortran code via transformation. The code transformation is

mainly implemented in Python. PSyclone is developed by the Met Office UK, the UK weather service. It has been adapted to

support the GOcean API (National Oceanography Center, 2020) which is related to NEMO (Aumont et al., 2015). Furthermore,
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the PSyclone code generator is designed to be customized by model developers what, in principle, allows ocean modeling

projects to customize their own code generation.90

In contrast to PSyclone, Dusk/Dawn provides an external DSL (MeteoSwiss, 2020a) and a code generator and optimizer (Me-

teoSwiss, 2020b) developed by MeteoSwiss, the Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology of Switzerland. As an external

DSL, Dusk is not embedded into some host language; it comes with its own syntax and requires a specific code generator. Like

PSyclone, Dusk separates scientific and technical code. Dusk also provides a rich syntax for mathematical formulae and pro-

vides optimization through Dawn. C++ code is generated from Dusk.95

The hierarchical Sprat DSLs target marine ecosystems modeling and use a multi-layered scientific modeling approach,

where each layer represents one separate concern supported by its own DSL (Johanson and Hasselbring, 2017; Johanson et al.,

2017). Its four layers address deployment, simulation parametrization, ecosystem modeling and FEM PDE solver setup. The

simulation specification is based on Xtext (Bettini, 2016), like our own configuration and parametrization DSL CP-DSL (see

Section 5). The latter two Sprat DSLs are internal DSLs embedded in C++. Sprat provides features, such as content assistance100

for programmers and high level error messaging, e.g. extended checks on unit types and their correct conversion.

Configuration and parametrization of scientific models is not addressed by PSyclone, Dawn or Sprat. Thus, our CP-DSL

complements these scientific modeling projects.

2.2 DSLs for Logging and Diagnosis of Ocean Models

A special concern of scientific models is the logging of diagnoses and scientific model states (also called history). For this105

purpose the XML-IO-Server (XIOS) – first developed by Meurdesoif et al. (2012) – can be utilized. It is intended as a frame-

work and IO-server for scientific models and was first implemented in Fortran. XIOS was reimplemented in C++ providing

a rich API to be used in a scientific model. It can be configured programmatically and via an XML configuration file. XIOS

has been tested and used with different scientific models, including NEMO (Aumont et al., 2015) and LFric (Adams et al.,

2019). Another technology for logging is CDI-pio (Kleberg et al., 2017) which is an extended version of the Climate Data110

Interface (CDI) (Schulzweida, 2019). CDI-pio is configured programmatically and used in various scientific models, including

ICON (MPI, 2020) and ECHAM (Stevens et al., 2013). Both, CDI-pio and XIOS, are general solutions for logging, including

diagnostics and scientific model state. Yet they do not specifically address diagnostics.

Ocean models, like our case studies UVic (Weaver et al., 2001) and MITgcm (Artale et al., 2010) come with their own

diagnostics implementation. MITgcm uses Fortran namelists to setup diagnostics logging, while UVic uses a programmatic115

approach. While there exists a variety of technologies, such as XIOS (Meurdesoif et al., 2012) and CDI-pio (Kleberg et al.,

2017), addressing diagnostic logging, they are diverse in the way they are setup. In some ocean models, multiple technologies

are used. Therefore, CP-DSL aims to provide a unified syntax for this concern.
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3 Working with Ocean Models

Since CP-DSL is designed for ocean modeling, the language requirements were identified from domain experts. To achieve this,120

an analysis was conducted with domain experts prior to the design and implementation phase of the DSL. For the analysis of

the interviews, we chose the Thematic Analysis approach tailored to our questions (Braun and Clarke, 2006). In this section, we

give a brief introduction to the results concerning roles, processes, experiment types, software architectures and version/variant

management that we identified in this domain.

The results are based on several interviews conducted with scientists and engineers involved in ocean model development125

from the GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel, the German Climate Computing Center (DKRZ) and the Max

Planck Institute for Meteorology (MPI). Our interview partners use a wide variety of scientific model versions and variants.

Some of the identified roles are introduced in Subsection 3.1, the modeling and simulation process in Subsection 3.2, sim-

ulation experiments in Subsection 3.3, software architectures in Subsection 3.4, handling of versions and variants in Sub-

section 3.5, and the configuration and parameterization of ocean models in Subsection 3.6. For more details on the thematic130

analysis results (not required for the present paper) refer to Jung et al. (2021b).

3.1 Roles and Interactions

A role conducts certain activities related to ocean models. Each role can be taken by multiple persons and one person can take

several roles. In our interview analysis, we identified seven roles in the context of ocean modeling. For a detailed description,

refer to Jung et al. (2021b). For this paper, we focus on three of these roles directly involved in developing and maintaining135

ocean models:

– The Scientific Modeler develops new and adapts or extends existing ocean models to address open research questions.

Scientific modelers are software users parameterizing and running the ocean models to conduct research. Thereby, they

are developing and checking the underlying theory and the plausibility of simulation results.

– The Model Developer is a software developer and responsible for transferring the ocean models into code and has to140

consider the scientific aspect of the code as well as technical aspects, like parallelization. Model developers also deploy

the software, and submit feature or bug requests.

– The Gatekeeper is responsible to control contributions to the ocean models. They interact with model developers from

various institutions to ensure quality standards in submissions and clean up code in collaboration with the contributors.

The gatekeeper is from the organization hosting the ocean models. Therefore, they are also model developers, but are145

responsible for ensuring code styles and best practices in the common code base.
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no, recheck model
setup and code
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Figure 1. Extract of the ocean modeling and simulation process, depicting the three roles Scientific Modeler, Model Developer and Gate-

keeper. The process is specified with the standardized Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) (Chinosi and Trombetta, 2012)

3.2 Ocean Modeling and Simulation Process

Based on the analyzed interview data, we identified several processes and sub-processes (Jung et al., 2021b). For this paper, we

only provide an overview of the ocean modeling and simulation process. Here, the three roles introduced above are involved in

the process, depicted in Figure 1.150

Let us illustrate this process with an example: Assume that new observations of natural processes were discovered, such as

the behavior of plankton, which now need to be integrated into the ocean model:

1. A scientist in the role of a scientific modeler develops an ocean model for the plankton, including formulating the

mathematical formulas.

2. A model developer transfers this mathematical ocean model into program code, which then becomes the executable ocean155

model. In this step, scientific code representing the mathematical ocean model is developed and combined with technical

code for the scientific model integration and parallelization. Furthermore, numerical limitations play a significant role

in the implementation. This is even more important if multiple hardware platforms should be supported, which is often

done via separate implementations and multiple build chains managed by preprocessors.

3. Regression tests are applied to the updated ocean model to test the results against previous ocean model runs, with160

specific test scenarios and a scientifically guided interpretation of the results.
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4. In case the regression tests pass, the model simulation is executed. As the development often takes place on the same

hardware to avoid different behaviors caused by technical differences between computer systems, the deployment is

merely configuration and parametrization of the ocean model for the intended scenarios. The scientific modeler monitors

the ocean model during runtime and adjusts its parameters to support the ocean model.165

5. After the ocean model has been executed, the results are collected and analyzed. Due to the size of the ocean model

output, most of the data is stored on the runtime system and only selected records are retrieved in full. For version

control, tracking and reproducibility, the results are stored together with the setup files. Based on the results, other

research might be launched and findings are published, preferably including the code contribution (Hasselbring et al.,

2020).170

6. The new ocean model code might be of interest to the community. If this is the case, the contribution is submitted

and integrated into an upstream ocean model. This is a sub-process governed by the gatekeeper who ensures coding

standards.

3.3 Simulation Experiments

Scientists use the ocean models for at least three different types of experiments:175

1. Scenario-based predictions, like in the assessment of climate change. For instance, various CO2 profiles could be used.

Usually, these scenarios are run multiple times to gain probability distributions.

2. Sensitivity studies are conducted to test the ocean model’s stability/sensitivity to certain changes. These studies are used

to evaluate the validity of ocean models under certain conditions and to detect tipping points.

3. Ocean model calibration aims to find and check start values by comparing ocean model output with observation data.180

3.4 Software Architectures

Ocean models, as part of earth system models, usually comprise multiple scientific models including one for the atmosphere

and one for the ocean (Collins et al., 2005). The ocean model itself includes at least a scientific model to simulate the circulation

in the ocean, and a scientific model describing the behavior in the water column, e.g. sediments and plankton. As the ocean

and the atmosphere interact, the scientific models have to share information. This is done by couplers which also map different185

spatial properties and resolutions, e.g., different grid and mesh sizes. In some cases these meshes can have varying densities.

Another option for scientific model interaction is called nesting. Here a global ocean model with a wide mesh is used to cover

the whole globe. For specific areas, a denser mesh may be overlaid. The denser and wider meshes are then either coupled

using a coupler to provide interpolation or these are directly integrated, as it is the case with NEMO utilizing AGRIF (AIRSEA

Team, 2016).190
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3.5 Handling Versions and Variants

Scientists rely on versions and variants of their ocean models. Versions play a role for publications and to document experi-

ments. They can be used to replicate ocean model runs. These versions do not only contain the ocean model code, but often

also configurations and parametrizations, as well as, input data used for the experiments.

In contrast, variants occur when ocean models are prepared for specific experiments or moved between hardware platforms195

which often require adjustments to the implementation due to concurrency issues, different numeric behavior between HPC

installations and different versions of used libraries.

Meanwhile, scientists usually rely on Git to handle versions and variants and collaborate on platforms such as GitHub and

GitLab to contribute code via pull requests.

3.6 Configuration and Parameterization of Ocean Models200

Before ocean models can be compiled and executed, they need to be configured and parametrized. The configuration specifies

which code portions are included in the resulting program, e.g. selecting program features, scientific sub-models, build config-

uration, adaptations to the hardware and execution environment including parallelization like OpenMP (Dagum and Menon,

1998). The parametrization covers all the settings and inputs necessary to run a ocean model for a specific experiment. How-

ever, not all parameters can be set at runtime. Thus, they are set at compile-time, like mesh and grid sizes. Handling this aspect205

of ocean modeling is one of the goals of CP-DSL.

Related domains to configuration and parametrization are compilation, deployment and execution. Compilation is managed

by a build tool in all analyzed ocean models. Typical standard build tools are Make and CMake, supplemented by additional

dependency management scripts written in Bash, Korn Shell and Python. Deployment, i.e., moving a compiled artifact and all

necessary files to an execution environment is not a typical procedure in ocean modeling, as ocean models are compiled on210

the machine and in the location they will be executed. However, input data files referenced in the parametrization or required

by internal definitions in the ocean model must be uploaded and prepared to be usable for the ocean model. Furthermore,

depending on scenario requirements, different configuration and parameter settings as well as input data must be used. These

requirements are addressed by a separate deployment DSL, not covered in the present paper.

4 Requirements on CP-DSL215

Based on the domain analysis as summarized in the previous Section 3, we derived requirements for CP-DSL. Ocean model

configuration and parametrization are a common issue across different ocean modeling systems. To avoid the development

of multiple ocean-model-specific languages and to address a wider community, an extensible, ocean-model-independent ap-

proach is favorable. This is also the aim of some related DSL projects targeting ocean and climate models, like PSyclone and

Dusk/Dawn (see Section 2).220
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Our observation with various ocean models is that the tasks of configuration and parametrization are often interleaved on

a technical level. Thus, generating only parametrization, and subsequently integrating configuration settings from a different

source would require code weaving of generated and handwritten code, which is a discouraged pattern in software engineering.

In consequence, the DSL should address both concerns together. To avoid overly large setting files and to support reuse, the

DSL should also support modularization concepts, like includes.225

The development environment of scientific modelers and model developers typically includes remote development and

remote execution. Coding is sometimes done locally, but may also be performed remotely through a remote terminal with text

editors, like Vim and Emacs. The ocean model is then also executed and controlled via remote commands, as are the analyses

of ocean model output data. Thus, the complete development environment can be remote. Therefore, scientists rely on tools

which are available and usable in command shells, remotely and locally. Consequently, the CP-DSL should also be able to run230

both on remote (e.g., HPC) and local platforms. As mentioned in the introduction to the present paper, new tooling should be

compatible with the existing development and work processes in the domain.

The toolchain of scientific modelers and model developers typically consists of Vim and Emacs as editors with some utilizing

Jupyter notebooks for editing, ocean model execution, and analysis. Scientific model projects rely on Make, CMake, and

custom build tools where standard built tools are insufficient. Furthermore, they use open source and proprietary compilers,235

e.g. the GNU Compiler Collection and the Intel Fortran compiler, whereby some are not available on every platform. Therefore,

the DSL must be able to integrate with existing editors and build tools, i.e, provide extensions for existing editors and code

generators usable on the command line.

Code management and sharing via tar-balls, ssh and email is mostly deprecated and replaced by Git, often with the Git

Large File Storage (Git LFS) extension. The projects and developers use multiple repositories loosely following a repository240

hierarchy with the community repository at the top, followed by institute-wide repositories, research-group repositories and

two layers of individual repositories. However, patches can also be shared between repositories on the similar level without

going through the respective upstream repository. Since merge conflicts can arise in such multi-repository and multi-branch

setups, good readability of files is advised to resolve potential conflicts (McKee et al., 2017). Thus, the DSL should use a plain,

flat textual representation – such as YAML – instead of hierarchically nested structures – such as XML or JSON – which are245

difficult to merge.

Ocean models evolve over time, which requires adapting the configuration and parameterization settings for a specific model.

Thus, it is advisable to provide the means to extend the supported settings without the need to rebuild the tooling for the CP-

DSL. This also helps to reduce the maintenance cost of the DSL and it helps to standardize the way to introduce new settings

into models.250

Finally, scientists are familiar with and work in a number of programming languages such as Fortran, C, Python, MatLab,

and R. Thus, syntactical structures similar to these languages can be supportive for its adoption, as this allows to draw upon

existing experience.
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5 Design of CP-DSL

In the following, we explain the design decisions for the DSL (Subsection 5.1), followed by a presentation of the abstract255

(Subsection 5.2) and concrete (Subsection 5.3) syntax of CP-DSL. Subsection 5.4 explains the type semantics.

5.1 General Design Decisions for CP-DSL

The general design decisions for CP-DSL are derived form the elicited requirements, as presented in the previous Section 4.

The CP-DSL syntax should fit to other languages that scientific modelers and model developers are familiar with. This helps

to incorporate the new tools into their work environment (cf. Challenge 4 in the introduction).260

To avoid nested braces, which are not a common concept in Fortran or Python, we follow syntaxes present in established

configuration formats, namely YAML and to some extent Python. However, in contrast to Python, indentation is not part of the

syntax of CP-DSL.

CP-DSL allows to set ocean model features, such as friction heating, and to set parameter values grouped by parameter

groups. As ocean models can have global and module-related features and parameters, they can be set on a global level or265

in specific local modules. A module in this context can be a specific sub-model, e.g., bio-geo-chemical model and ocean

circulation model, as we found in UVic or a more fine grained set of features, as in MITgcm.

For each simulation experiment, we need to define a configuration and a parametrization. Independent of a specific exper-

iment, we declare settings that are specific to an ocean model. Thus, the parameters and configurable features are declared

with CP-DSL in a Declaration Model specific to each supported ocean model, as depicted in Figure 2. The Configuration Model270

is independent of a specific an ocean model, it defines the settings of a concrete experiment, whereby the declarations in the

Declaration Model for the specific ocean model are referenced. This way, we separate the ocean-model-independent and the

ocean-model-dependent settings. If you intend to conduct the same experiment with multiple ocean models, you can use one

Configuration Model and link this to the Declaration Models of the respective ocean models.

Declaration
Model

Configuration
Model

Declaration
Metamodel

Configuration
Metamodel

conforms to

conforms to

Figure 2. With CP-DSL, the Configuration Model is independent of a specific ocean model, while the referenced Declaration Model is spe-

cific for an ocean model, such as MITgcm and UVic. The models (CP-DSL specifications) need to conform to the corresponding metamodels

(which define the syntax of CP-DSL specifications).
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5.2 Abstract Syntax of CP-DSL275

Due to the nature of the domain of CP-DSL, the terms model and modeling are used both to describe models of the ocean in

ocean science and models of software in software engineering. In software engineering, models are built as abstractions of the

software systems themselves. In this subsection, we present models of software: the abstract syntax of CP-DSL as metamodels

via the standardized Unified Modeling Notation UML (UML 2.5.1).

The concrete syntax of a programming language is defined by a context-free grammar (see Subsection 5.3 below). It consists280

of a set of rules that define the way programs look like to the programmer. The purpose of the abstract syntax, presented here,

is to have a simpler representation of what is essential in the syntax (Aho et al., 2007).

Figure 3 defines the top-level structure of CP-DSL specifications as a UML class diagram. The DeclarationModel contains

module, feature and parameter specifications. With the UML, filled rhombi at the association lines define containment rela-

tionships between classes. Features can belong to the global DeclarationModel or a local module which both serve as root nodes285

of a feature tree. Thus, features and parameters may be specified both on the global level of the DeclarationModel and local to

modules. The CP-DSL supports modules which can contain their own feature and parameter declarations.

ParameterGroupDeclaration

DeclarationModel

Feature

description : EString

required : EBoolean = false

ModuleDeclaration

EKind

ALTERNATIVE

MULTIPLE

NamedElement

name : EString

NamedType
[0..*] parameterGroupDeclarations[0..*] features

[0..*] moduleDeclarations

[0..*] requires[0..*] excludes

[0..*] parameterGroupDeclarations[0..*] features

[0..*] types

Figure 3. Top-level structure of CP-DSL specifications

Features allow a user to select specific code portions in the ocean model. However, some features might be alternatives

to each other and features might require additional features. Thus, feature declarations in CP-DSL allow to specify such

dependencies (excludes and requires associations of class Feature in Figure 3). A Feature can require 0 or more other features290

and can exclude 0 or more other features.

Each feature has a name (inherited from NamedElement), a description which is shown in the editor as context assist infor-

mation, and a flag showing whether a feature is mandatory or optional. A feature may contain sub-features. These are grouped

in a FeatureGroup, as the refined metamodel for features in Figure 4 shows. The model allows to have multiple feature groups.

Each feature group can contain multiple features, which are either alternatives or can be used in parallel.295
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Feature

description : EString

required : EBoolean = false

FeatureGroup

kind : EKind = ALTERNATIVE

EKind

ALTERNATIVE

MULTIPLE

NamedElement

name : EString

[0..*] featureGroups[0..*] requires[0..*] excludes

[0..*] subfeatures

Figure 4. Refined metamodel excerpt for feature modeling

ParameterGroupDeclarationParameterDeclaration

 type : TypeAssignment

 unit : Unit

EAdditionOperator

ADDITION

SUBTRACTION

ValueExpression

Expression

ParenthesisExpression

ArithmeticExpression

operator : EMultiplicationOperator = *

ArrayExpressionStringValue

value : EString

IntValue

value : ELong

FloatValue

value : EFloat = 0.0

BooleanValue

value : EBoolean = false

NamedElementReference

EMultiplicationOperator

MULTIPLICATION

DIVISION

MODULO

AdditionExpression

operator : EAdditionOperator = +

NamedElement

name : EString

[0..*] parameterDeclarations

[0..1] defaultValue

[1..1] expression [1..1] left
[0..1] right

[0..*] elements

[1..1] left

[0..1] right

[0..1] element

Figure 5. Metamodel excerpt for parameter modeling

Figure 5 depicts the metamodel excerpt for parameter declarations. A ParameterDeclaration contains the type and unit of a

parameter as it is required by the specific ocean model, while in a CP-DSL configuration specification, a user can specify any

compatible unit which will then automatically be normalized. Thus, the CP-DSL provides the additional benefit of checks to

parameter values that might result otherwise in erroneous results which are hard to identify. The unit can either be an SI unit,

like meter (m), an arbitrary amount label, like count, or coordinate values, like longitude and latitude. The use of units allows300

to support unit conversion. For example, if a parameter requires its value in meter (m), then the scientist can also specify the
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value in km and it is automatically translated to the correct meter value in the configuration file, e.g., 2km/h will become

2 ∗ 1/3.6m/s. As ocean models may use a wide range of parameters, the parameter declarations are grouped in declaration

groups (ParameterGroupDeclaration in Figure 3).

Types can be the primitive types Integer, Float, String, File, and Boolean, as well as, ocean-model-specific enumeration305

and array types. As Fortran before Fortran 2003 did not have enumerations, developers used various approaches to implement

them. The CP-DSL supports such approaches on the code level providing enumeration values to the developer on the ocean

model level.

In addition to name, type and unit, a ParameterDeclaration contains optional default values (see the containment association

between ParameterDeclaration and Expression in Figure 5). Beside a plain default value, it is also possible to define expressions310

as defaults. This functionality is used, e.g., for grid size parameters computed based on tile sizes, number of tiles, and border

points around the core grid of ocean models.

Beside the generic module syntax, we implemented a specific syntax for the concern of ocean model diagnostics. Diagnostics

refer to log files that are written during a simulation to support the model developers to assess the run of the ocean model and

to check whether everything is working properly. Figure 6 shows a metamodel extract for diagnostics and logging. Here,315

diagnostics parameters and log file information are defined.

Diagnostics

DiagnosticParameterAssignment

DiagnosticValueParameterAssignmentDiagnosticFlagParameterAssignment

LogCon guration

lePre x : EString

[0..*] modi ers [0..*] logCon gurations

[0..*] diagnosticParameters

Figure 6. Metamodel excerpt for diagnostics and logging

5.3 Concrete Syntax of CP-DSL

In this section, we present an extract of CP-DSL’s concrete syntax in Figure 7, which is defined as a context-free grammar

using the EBNF (Aho et al., 2007). With the EBNF (Extended Backus Naur Form), optional parts of the syntax are enclosed

in brackets. Here, this is the case for defining global features, parameter groups, and modules. Alternatives are specified via320

a |. A module can have its own set of features and parameter groups (not included in the excerpt of Figure 7). The complete

grammar can be found in the replication package (Jung et al., 2021a).
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The start for the excerpt in Figure 7 is <model-setup>. The ID left of the colon defines the name of the experiment. The

second ID identifies the ocean model. This information is required to make the matching feature and parameter declarations

available for a ocean model, and to select the right code generators for it. An example for selecting MITgcm for an experiment325

called barotropic gyre (Artale et al., 2010) follows:

barotropic_gyre : mitgcm

⟨model-setup⟩ ::= ID ’:’ ID [’features’ ⟨features⟩] [’parameters’ ⟨parameter-groups⟩] [⟨modules⟩]

⟨features⟩ ::= ⟨features⟩ ’,’ ⟨feature⟩ | ⟨feature⟩

⟨feature⟩ ::= ID

⟨parameter-groups⟩ ::= ⟨parameter-groups⟩ ⟨parameter-group⟩ | ⟨parameter-group⟩

⟨parameter-group⟩ ::= ID ’{’ ⟨parameter-assignments⟩ ’}’

⟨parameter-assignments⟩ ::= ⟨parameter-assignments⟩ ⟨parameter-assignment⟩ | ⟨parameter-assignment⟩

⟨parameter-assignment⟩ ::= ID [ ’(’ ⟨dimensions⟩ ’)’ ] = ⟨value⟩ [⟨unit⟩]

⟨dimension⟩ ::= ⟨dimension⟩ | ⟨dimensions⟩ ’,’ ⟨dimension⟩

⟨dimension⟩ ::= INT | INT ’:’ INT

⟨config-expression⟩ ::= ⟨multiply-expression⟩ [(’+’|’-’) ⟨config-expression⟩]

⟨multiply-expression⟩ ::= ⟨literal⟩ [ (’*’|’/’|’%’) ⟨multiply-expression⟩]

⟨literal⟩ ::= ⟨primitive⟩ | ⟨array⟩ | ’(’ ⟨configuration-expression⟩ ’)’

⟨array⟩ ::= ’[’ ⟨primitive⟩ [’,’ primitive ]* ’]’

⟨primitive⟩ ::= ⟨float-number⟩ | ⟨int-number⟩ | ⟨text⟩ | ⟨boolean⟩ | ⟨enumeration-value-reference⟩ | ⟨parameter-value-reference⟩

⟨enumeration-value-reference⟩ ::= ID

⟨parameter-value-reference⟩ ::= [ ID ’.’ ] ID [ ’(’ ⟨dimensions⟩ ’)’ ]

Figure 7. Excerpt of the context-free grammmer for CP-DSL in EBNF (Extended Backus Naur Form). The complete DSL can be found

in Jung et al. (2021a).

5.3.1 Features

Features are used to activate and deactivate certain configuration options of an ocean model. They usually relate to #ifdefs

in the code and allow to create different variants of a ocean model. In Listing 1, the feature for ‘friction heating’ is activated330
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and ‘geothermal flux’ is deactivated. While features are deactivated by default, CP-DSL allows to import other configurations.

It is possible to deactivate imported features.

Listing 1. Activating and deactivating features

barotropic_gyre : mitgcm

features:

ALLOW_FRICTION_HEATING,335

!ALLOW_GEOTHERMAL_FLUX

5.3.2 Parameters

Parameters, specify configuration and parametrization values, which can be scalars or arrays. CP-DSL supports multidimen-

sional arrays. To set a single cell of an array, its cell number must be specified, e.g., levels(1) = 5. To fill a complete array,

only the parameter name is specified and an array value of the same size on the right-hand side, e.g., levels = [ 1,2,3,4,5 ].340

However, in some ocean models not all fields of an array need to be initialized and the underlying array declaration may not

start at the target language default, i.e., 0 for C and 1 in Fortran. Thus, we allow to specify a range as dimension expression,

e.g., levels(4:5) = [ 1,2 ], where the first and last index are specified.

Parameters are grouped in CP-DSL to offer a lean way to put related parameters together or follow the configuration file

layout of the ocean model. For example, MITgcm (Artale et al., 2010) uses different namelist files for general data setup, grid345

size, and the use of parallel threads. An example parameter group from MITgcm is depicted in Listing 2.

Listing 2. Global parameter group PARM01 of MITgcm

PARM01:

viscAh: 4.E2

f0: 1.E-4

rhoConst: 1000.350

gBaro: 9.81 m/s^2

tempStepping: false

Besides assigning individual values or arrays to parameters, the right hand side of the assignment can be a numerical expres-

sion which includes values and parameter references. In case the referenced parameter can be referred to by name, only the

name needs to be specified. In cases where different parameter groups contain a parameter with the same name, the required355

parameter group is placed in front with the dot notation, .e.g., Nx = SIZE.sNx*SIZE.nSx*SIZE.nPx.

5.3.3 Modules

Modules represent parts or packages of ocean models that address a specific concern in an ocean model. Often these are

scientific sub-models, like biogeochemical models, or specific functionality, like diagnostics. In the CP-DSL, a module consists
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of a name and a set of features and parameter groups (see Listing 3). We chose the term module, as it is a known term in the360

domain to group functionality together.

Listing 3. Configuration excerpt of the cost module of MITgcm

module cost:

features:

ALLOW_EGM96_ERROR_COV

365

cost_nml:

mult_atl = 0.

mult_test = 0.

mult_tracer = 0.

multTheta = 0.370

5.3.4 Logging and Diagnostics

Listing 4 illustrates the use of the diagnostics syntax in the context of the MITgcm (Artale et al., 2010). The diagnostics includes

general parameters to setup the diagnostics, i.e., a storage directory for all diagnostics, a file format and mask setup for the

output. For each kind of log, a separate log section must be specified which defines the log file name, here first-out.log,

the kind of log, e.g., a snapshot or an aggregation of values, a frequency and which value should be used to indicate a missing375

value. Finally, the fields and levels are specified.

Listing 4. Configuration excerpt of diagnostics of MITgcm

diagnostics:

diagMdsDir: "diagnostics/directory"

format: netcdf

diagSt_regMaskFile: "regMask_lat24.bin"380

- log: "first-out.log"

logmode: snap

frequency: 10

missing_value: 5.0

fields(1:2) = [ SDIAG1, SDIAG2 ]385

levels(1:2) = [ 1,2 ]
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5.4 Type Semantics

The CP-DSL defines a set of base types: Integer, Float, String, File and Boolean. In the Declaration model, enumeration types

and array types can be declared. The former are used to handle discrete selection options, e.g., file formats. Arrays can be

declared based on all other types. This also allows to define multi-dimensional array types.390

The CP-DSL uses an ocean-model-agnostic type system that allows CP-DSL types to be mapped to target language types.

The general typing rules follow the rules laid out by Pierce (2002). Thus, we only discuss key features here:

– The numerical types Integer and Float, are automatically coerced to the next fitting type in an expression. If all values in

an expression are Integer, the resulting type will be Integer. However, if one value is Float, it will be Float. The associated

typing rules are as follows: Assume R and T are either Integer or Float, and R≤ T , then395

tleft : R tright : T operator = {+,−,∗,/}
tleft operator tright : T

tleft : T tright : R operator = {+,−,∗,/}
tleft operator tright : T

– In case of array types, the size of the arrays must match or one type must be a scalar. The semantics for two arrays A and

B with operators +, −, ∗, /, and % are ci = ai opbi. When one side is a scalar, it is ci = aopbi.

– The typing of parameter references is simple. They inherit their type from the parameter declaration in the Declaration

model. In case of array types, the array type can be reduced by dimension specifications. In the Declaration model, array400

types are all specified with the index range and the number of entries. For instance, layers(2:5) refers to a parameter

layers which has 4 elements ranging from 2 to 5.

The CP-DSL allows to address a sub-range of array elements, e.g., layers(3:4) which will range from 3 to 4. If only one

element is used, only one dimension value is specified, e.g., layers(4). In this case, the type of the parameter is the array

type’s base type – in our example Boolean. Please note that in the CP-DSL the specified range must be within the limits of the405

type specified in the Declaration model.
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6 Implementation of CP-DSL

In the following, we explain our implementation infrastructure for agile development of CP-DSL (Subsection 6.1), and the

implementation of the code generators (Subsection 6.2).

6.1 Implementation Infrastructure for Agile Development410

As implementation infrastructure, we use XText (Bettini, 2016), Xtend (Efftinge et al., 2012), and EMF (Steinberg et al., 2009)

for the following reasons:

– The CP-DSL, its metamodels and code generators should be developed with continuous feedback from users, i.e., scien-

tists, and by adding new case studies to the project. This continually creates new feature requests that must be integrated

into the DSL. Hence, the development context requires an agile approach which allows to introduce changes frequently.415

The selected technology stack is able to provide this, as XText automatically derives syntax tree representations and

metamodels from the grammar specifiation, and includes the generator template language XTend. Thus, it reduces de-

velopment and maintenance costs (cf. Challenge 1 in the introduction).

– XText supports the Language Server Protocol (LSP) (Microsoft Corporation, 2016) that allows to provide DSL-supportive

editor features to many editors, including Vim, Emacs, and Jupyter. This facilitates the integration in the existing devel-420

opment environment of scientists (cf. Challenge 4 in the introduction).

– We have previous experience in implementing DSLs for ocean science with XText/Xtend/EMF (Johanson and Hassel-

bring, 2017) reducing the time necessary to familiarize the involved researchers and developers with these technologies.

While such an implementation infrastructure introduces a new dependency and therefore a risk (cf. Challenge 5 in the intro-

duction), we mitigate this, as the generated code is human readable and in case the DSL becomes deprecated, the generated425

artifacts can still be used.

6.2 Code Generation

The relationships and code transformations among these metamodels are specified as so-called megamodels. The overall ar-

chitecture for the code generation for MITgcm is a two step process, depicted as a megamodel in Figure 8. For the megamodel

notation in Figure 8, we follow the notation of Favre et al. (2012) and Jung (2016).430

We distinguish Configuration and Declaration Models, as discussed in Subsection 5.1, see Figure 2. On the left of Figure 8,

the Configuration and Declaration Models for a specific ocean model (here MITgcm) are shown. The models in the middle are

intermediary models that can be transformed into specific configuration and parametrization files. The first step of the process

utilizes a set of model-to-model transformations to create the intermediary models. The second step uses a set of model-to-

text transformations to generate the required output files. We chose this two step process, as this helps with maintaining code435

templates and model-to-model transformations.
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Options Model

Namelist Model

${PKG}_OPTIONS.h

data.${pkg}

serialize

*

*

*

*

Declaration
Model (MITgcm)

Configuration
Model

SIZE.h Model

Package Model

${PKG}_SIZE.h

packages.conf

*

TNamelist

TOptions

TPackage

TSize

MITgcm - Generators

Options
Structure

Model
Size.h

Structure
Model

Figure 8. Excerpt of the megamodel of the DSL and its code generators for MITgcm; boxes represent models, arrows transformations, open

arrows references between models and asterisks denote multiplicity (the notation is derived from Favre et al. (2012) and Jung (2016)).

MITgcm has four different types of configuration files and uses separate files for each module (called package in MITgcm).

The transformations TNamelist , TOptions , TPackages and TSize in Figure 8 produce output models for Fortran namelists, fea-

ture selections which can be stored in preprocessor files based #defines and #undefs, MITgcm package selection files,

and MITgcm include files defining variables and sizes, respectively. As the ${PKG}_OPTIONS.h and ${PKG}_SIZE.h440

files do not follow a unique structure that can automatically be derived from parameter and feature settings alone, additional

structural information is provided in multiple Options Structure Models and Size.h Structure Models (cf. Figure 8, lower left).

The Declaration model contains the declaration of data types, parameters, features, and modules and refers to supplemental

information, as shown in Figure 8 for the MITgcm generators.

Each ocean model has its own configuration and parametrization file types. Thus, the set of transformations and code-level445

models differ. Figure 8 and Figure 9 depict the transformations for MITgcm and UVic, respectively.

As depicted in Figure 9, UVic handles its configuration and parametrization in two files, where mk.in contains feature

selections and compiler setup. control.in serves as runtime parametrization file in a Fortran namelist format.

MK Model

Control Model control.in

mk.in

UVic - Generators
Declaration
Model (UVic)

Configuration
Model

TMK

TControl

Figure 9. Excerpt of the megamodel of the DSL and its code generators for UVic.

Our generator architecture provides an API to integrate additional transformations for other file formats necessary to support

additional ocean and climate models. We provide a template extension mechanism alongside with documentation that allows450

to create extensions for any scientific model with little knowledge of the overall technology.
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For model developers, who implement new features and modules for an already supported ocean model, writing new trans-

formations can be omitted when they follow the general guidelines for their respective scientific model. They only need to add

module, feature and parameter declarations to the Declaration model.

7 Evaluation455

The CP-DSL was evaluated utilizing the JupyterLab setup as a case study for the OceanDSL Project (Jung et al., 2021c).

We applied an iterative evaluation process where we evaluated CP-DSL versions via user studies and interviews with domain

experts. The initial evaluation was performed with an early syntax of the DSL. The later review was conducted with domain

experts based on the revised syntax, which was presented in Section 5.

7.1 Initial Evaluation460

The first CP-DSL revision evaluation replicated three MITgcm experiments derived from the MITgcm User Manual (Alistair

et al., 2018). In detail, we used the Barotropic Ocean Gyre experiment, a modified variant of the Barotropic adjustment problem

based on a latitude-longitude grid, and a global ocean simulation. We tested the feasibility and usability of the DSL. First,

test users were tasked to create suitable configurations for the three experiments based on their documentation. Second, they

reported on the feasibility to create the desired configurations and potential issues with the DSL. The created CP-DSL files were465

used to generate native configuration files for each experiment and compared them to the original setup of the experiments. To

gain insight into its usability, test users were asked to report on their experience in a questionnaire.

The feasibility evaluation showed that valid setup files could be generated successfully for all three scenarios. The validation

was performed via a regression test against the original setup. The usability analysis is based on the feedback by the test users.

While they were able to create the intended setup, they found the use of JSON-style curly braces in the first version of CP-DSL470

impractical, affecting readability.

7.2 Second Evaluation

In the second evaluation, the revised CP-DSL was presented to domain experts and utilized in a joint session to demonstrate its

usage. UVic is the reference simulation by GEOMAR of the University of Victoria model. It was used together with MITgcm

in the third phase of Sopran (Bange, 2016). Where UVic formed the basis for all earth system models and MITgcm was used475

for atmospheric and biogeochemical processes. Based on this experience, interviews were conducted to gain insights on the

usability of the CP-DSL. The division in general parameters and modules was considered useful. Also the reworked YAML

syntax was rated easy to understand.
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8 Conclusions

We present the model-independent configuration and parametrization CP-DSL for ocean models, evaluated with domain ex-480

perts from ocean science. The key concepts of the DSL, e.g., feature selection, setting up parameters, and module selection are

presented. CP-DSL separates the configuration and parameterization from the scientific program code and summarizes it in a

unified document. We explained the general architecture of the code generation and illustrated this with the two case studies

based on the earth system climate models MITgcm and UVic. The evaluation included domain experts and research software

engineers. The discussion of the major requirements of the DSL itself is based on a domain analysis through interviews with485

domain experts and a thematic analysis of the interview results, as documented in Jung et al. (2021b). The code generation

including extensibility provides model-independent CP-DSL specifications. Furthermore, support for the Language Server Pro-

tocol (LSP) enables integration into the toolchain of scientific modelers and model developers, facilitating the usability of the

DSL.

As this is an ongoing research project, we aim to further extend and improve CP-DSL in close contact with users and active490

scientists from the domain. We initially developed the DSL for a representative subset of MITgcm ocean modeling scenarios

and are currently evaluating it to be able to support all modules of MITgcm. However, the current syntax for diagnostics caused

a larger comment by our domain experts, as diagnostics are an important topic in climate modeling for various purposes. A

concern was raised that the current syntax for the diagnostics might either be not expressive enough or did not provide enough

specific features, i.e., it seemed to be too close to the generic module setups. We will address these insights in the next revision495

of the DSL including a thorough investigation of different diagnostics approaches including CDI-pio (Kleberg et al., 2017) and

XIOS (Meurdesoif et al., 2012).

Our current efforts also focus on supporting additional ocean models and improving the syntax and semantics of the CP-

DSL. In particular, the current parameter-override semantics follows a straightforward solution where an included parameter

can be redefined and thus overwritten. Since this allows accidental redefinition of parameters, we will evaluate several language500

solutions in the future that prevent this. For instance, the possibility to redefine or hide parameters when importing configu-

rations and parameters. We will further evaluate the CP-DSL versions with ocean scientists and research software engineers

from our partner institutions at GEOMAR, DKRZ, and the MPI.

Code and data availability. The CP-DSL code is available at https://git.se.informatik.uni-kiel.de/oceandsl/cp-dsl. Furthermore, a replication

package is provided (Jung et al., 2021a)505
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